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Revised estimates for continuous shoreline fumigation: a PDF approach
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Abstract

A probability density function (PDF) fumigation model is presented here to study the dispersion of air pollutants emitted from a tall stack
on the shoreline. This work considers dispersion of the pollutants in the stable layer and within the thermal internal boundary layer (TIBL)
proceeds independently. The growth of TIBL is considered parabolic with distance inland. Turbulence is taken as homogeneous and stationary.
Dispersion of particles (contaminant) in lateral and vertical directions is assumed independent of each other. This assumption allows us to
consider the position of particles in both directions as independent random variables. The lateral dispersion distribution within the TIBL is
considered as Gaussian and independent of height. A skewed bi-Gaussian vertical velocity PDF is used to account for the physics of dispersion
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ue to different characteristics of updrafts and downdrafts within the TIBL. We have used Weil (J.C. Weil, A diagnosis of the as
n top-down and bottom-up diffusion using a Lagrangian stochastic model, J. Atmos. Sci., 47 (1990) 501–515) solutions to fin
arameters of this PDF. Incorporating finite Lagrangian integral time scale for the vertical velocity component, it is observed that

he vertical dispersion in the beginning and moves the point of maximum concentration further downwind. Due to little dispersi
eginning, there is more plume to be dispersed causing higher concentrations at large distances. The model has considered Weil
J.C. Weil, P.R. Brower, Estimating convective boundary layer parameters for diffusion applications, Maryland Power Plant Siting
ep. PPSP-MP-48, Department of Natural Resources, Annapolis, MD, 1985, 37 pp.) convective limit to analyze dispersion cha
ithin TIBL.
The revised model discussed here is evaluated with the data available from the Nanticoke field experiment on fumigation co

ummer of 1978 in Ontario, Canada. The results of revised model are in good agreement with the observed data.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

When wind flow from sea encounters the shoreline during
he day with clear skies, the thermal effects of the ground
ive rise to the development of a thermal internal boundary

ayer (TIBL) over land surface.
The following conditions must be met for the growth of

IBL over land:

Wind is flowing from sea to land (henceforth referred to
as onshore flow).
Land is warmer than sea.
The air over sea is stably stratified.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 709 737 8939; fax: +1 709 737 4042.

The TIBL is essentially a convective boundary la
(CBL) that grows over land. Determination of the TI
height is an important component of the coastal dispe
models since the interaction between this layer and a con
inant plume governs the location and strength of the plu
footprint. This way, the dispersion in the coastal regio
significantly affected by the growth of the TIBL.

The mathematical modeling of the coastal fumigation
cess has considerable importance in air quality mode
Many fumigation models have been developed for pre
ing ground level concentrations (GLCs) of airborne ma
als from tall stacks. Fumigation models presented by L
and Cole[17], Van Dop et al.[26], Misra [19] and Venka
tram[25] are Gaussian and assume the instantaneous p
vertical mixing of entraining plume. No provision is made

304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jhazmat.2004.10.008
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these models to account for the skewness of the vertical con-
vective turbulence. This can lead to inaccurate predictions of
concentration magnitude and its location, particularly when
entrainment rate is high and the vertical plume spread at the
plume–TIBL interface is small (for details see Luhar and
Sawford[13]).

Luhar and Sawford[12] have used Lagrangian stochas-
tic modeling approach to deal with the fumigation phe-
nomenon. Normalized concentrations obtained from their
model showed fair to good agreement with the results from
Nanticoke field experiment and laboratory experiments of
Deardorff and Willis[3]. The major problem associated with
this approach is that it requires large computational time and,
therefore, is often not appropriate for operational and routine
calculations. To overcome this problem, Luhar and Sawford
[13] introduced a fumigation model based on probability den-
sity function (PDF) of the random vertical velocity (w). They
followed Misra’s [19] approach in developing their model.
After considering the superposition of two Gaussian distri-
butions to approximatew probability density function, first
proposed by Baerentsen and Berkowicz[1], they relaxed uni-
form and instantaneous mixing assumptions in Misra’s[19]
model. They defined values for some parameters of the bi-
Gaussian PDF differently from Baerentsen and Berkowicz[1]
and used simple surface reflection schemes, following Li and
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stable onshore flows following the work of Garratt[7]. Fur-
ther, we neglect stream-wise diffusion (i.e.,U/w∗ > 1.2) and
consider strong convection within the TIBL. In the present
model, we used Weil and Brower’s[27] convective limit to
find various characteristics of vertical velocity in the TIBL.
The details of the TIBL and the revised model are presented
in subsequent sections.

2. The thermal internal boundary layer

Modeling of the TIBL height is a vital component of the
fumigation phenomenon. The interaction between the TIBL
and a plume influences the distribution of GLCs. We have
considered Garratt’s[7] ‘zero order jump’ or slab model for
the growth of the TIBL.

zi(x) =
(

2(1+ 2β)Hx

ρcpγU

)1/2

(2.1)

where x is the downwind or inland distance from the
land–water interface,U is mean wind speed (independent
of height),H is overland heat flux,cp is specific heat at con-
stant pressure,γ is lapse rate for upwind condition or above
the boundary layer andβ is ratio of the downward heat flux
at the TIBL to the upward heat flux at the surface; its value
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riggs’ [11] work. In these models the key assumption is
he displacements of source-emitted particles (contami
n the lateral (y) and vertical (z) directions are independe
nd they behave as two independent random variable

ime (t).
Luhar[15] extended Luhar and Sawford[13] PDF mode

y incorporating wind direction shear effects. In this wo
article positions in lateral direction (y) vary with height and

herefore, also depend on the height (z). They treated dispe
ion distribution iny direction (which was the function ofz)
eparately and then superimposed it with bi-Gaussian
or vertical velocity (w) and established the new joint PD
lthough results of the model are in better agreement wit
eld observations, more statistical justification and valida
re needed for their joint PDF.

In the above stated models, the Lagrangian integral
cale (Tlz) for vertical dispersion is considered infinite. M
on’s[18] dispersion simulations using a Lagrangian mo
nd large-eddy simulation fields show that a systemati
uction in vertical dispersion occurs with a decreasingw∗/u∗
wherew∗ is convective velocity andu∗ is friction velocity)
nd increasing wind speed. This encourages the use of
ite vertical Lagrangian integral time scale (Tlz) for modeling

he physics of dispersion within the TIBL.
In the present work, authors have incorporated the fi

agrangian integral timescale for vertical dispersion to
elop revised fumigation model utilizing the work of Weil
l. [31]. Authors have assumed the Gaussian distributio

ateral direction within the TIBL. The skewness in the v
ical direction is accounted for using bi-Gaussian PDF
. The growth of the TIBL is considered as parabolic
s approximately 0.2 for the CBL over land.
The above model is also used in CALPUFF; a US E

onmental Protection Agency (USEPA) regulatory mode
ore general form:

i(x) = A0x
1/2 (2.2)

hereA0 is the function of above stated parameters (e.gU,
, γ, β andcp) and is defined as:

0 =
(

2(1+ 2β)H

ρcpγU

)1/2

(2.3)

hereA0 is used as an input parameter to determine
lume–TIBL interface location.

Analytical parameterizations of the TIBL height based
he slab approach are widely used in coastal dispersion
ls. However, they tend to have singular behavior when
tability of the onshore flow is close to neutral. Luhar[14] has
erived a new analytical model, which is valid for neutral
hore flow conditions, as well. In the present work, we fo
n stable onshore flow condition, which is analogous to
bserved during Nanticoke fumigation experimental st
herefore, the use of slab model for the present purpo

ustified. However, we have incorporated a minor revi
n the model. For instance, far distance downwind TIBL
ains its full depth and the above stated Eq.(2.2)for parabolic
rowth does not work. In that situation equilibrium heightzeq
an be given as:

eq = w∗t∗ (2.4)
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wherew∗ is the convective velocity scale and is given by the
following expression:

w∗ =
[
gH

ρcpTs
zeq

]1/3

(2.5)

andTs is the ground surface temperature.
Considering the expression forw∗, as given by Eq.(2.5),

and after some rearrangementszeq can be presented as:

zeq =
[(

gH

ρcpTs

)1/3

t∗

]3/2

(2.6)

wheret∗ is the convective time scale and we adopt its empiri-
cal value of 10 min as suggested by Stull[22]. Subsequently,
using the Eq.(2.2), the horizontal distance corresponding to
equilibrium height can be determined.

The non-dimensional entrainment rate at the point of in-
terception of the plume-centerline and the TIBL, (similar to
Luhar and Sawford[13]), is expressed as:

weo

w∗
= 0.5

UA2
0

w∗zi0
(2.7)

The convective velocityw∗ (corresponding to the point of
interception of the plume-centerline and the TIBL) is consid-
ered to be invariant with downwind distance, as an increase
i by
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w

3

on-
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ous point source within the convective boundary layer, is
derived first. Later, the fumigation model to estimate contin-
uous shoreline fumigation is developed considering the mean
structure of the TIBL, analogous to mixed layer within the
CBL.

3.1. PDF model for an elevated continuous point source
within convective boundary layer

A simple calculation of the ensemble-mean concen-
tration distribution,C(x, y, z), follows from mass flux
considerations. The mean horizontal flux without con-
sidering the stream wise dispersion of particles through
an elemental area�y�z normal to the mean wind (U)
is UC(x, y, z)�y�z (see Fig. 1). This equals the emis-
sion rateQ times the probability of particlespyz(y, z;
x/U)�y�z in the intervals (y−�y/2) <y< (y+�y/2)
and (z−�z/2) <z< (z+�z/2). It can be prescribed
as:

UC(x, y, z)�y�z = Qpyz
[
y, z;

x

U

]
�y�z (3.1)

C(x, y, z) = Q

U
pyz

(
y, z;

x

U

)
(3.2)

In the above equations it is assumed that transport by bulk
motion due to mean wind in thex direction (considered as
t dif-
f met
f
j
t sta-
t m
w The
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s ts of
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r ndent
r

to der n.
n the TIBL height with downwind distance is balanced
he decrease in heat flux. Their product, which seems to c
he change inw∗, does not vary strongly with downwind d
ance (Venkatram[23], Misra [19]). Subsequently, we ha
lso observed that variation ofw∗ with xmakes insignifican
ifference in dispersion calculations when compared to t
ith a constantw∗.

. The PDF model

A probability density function model, to calculate the c
entration profiles of pollutants from an elevated cont

Fig. 1. Schematic of shoreline fumigation and geometry used
he direction of wind) exceeds the stream-wise effective
usion. It is commonly assumed that this condition is
or CBL whenU/w∗ > 1.2. In Eq.(3.2), pyz(y, z; x/U) is the
oint density of particle position iny andz at timet (where
is x/U). Turbulence is idealized as homogeneous and

ionary. The mean wind speed (U) is assumed to be unifor
ith height and it does not change direction with height.

ateral and vertical velocity fluctuations are assumed t
tatistically independent. As a result, the displacemen
ource-emitted particles in the lateral (y) and vertical (z) di-
ections are independent and they behave as two indepe
andom variables, at a timet. Therefore,

ive the expression for the ground-level concentration during fumigatio
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pyz

(
y, z;

x

U

)
= py

(
y;
x

U

)
pz

(
z;
x

U

)
(3.3)

For convenience, the source is considered at origin having
the coordinates in the horizontal plane of (0, 0). In the above
density function it is assumed that the particle is released at
the source height (zs) at t= 0.

From Eqs.(3.2)and(3.3)

C(x, y, z) = Q

U

[
py

(
y;
x

U

)
pz

(
z;
x

U

)]
(3.4)

andpy(y; x/U) andpz(z; x/U) are normalized so that their
integrals over ally andzequal one.

In Eq.(3.4)if the density functions forpy(y; x/U) andpz(z;
x/U) are assumed as Gaussian then the plume model will be
Gaussian. But due to the skewness of vertical velocities, a
Gaussian plume model does not work well in describing the
dispersion features in the CBL. Now the task is to find the
appropriatepy(y; x/U) andpz(z; x/U), which can model the
dispersion characteristics more realistically. Weil[29] and
Weil et al. [31] have consideredpy(y; x/U) being Gaussian
whilepz(z; x/U) is derived from the skewedwPDF,pw[w(z)],
first proposed by Baerentsen and Berkowicz[1]. Weil [29]
and Weil et al.[31] have relatedpz(z; x/U) of the particle
height (z) with pw[w(z)] as:

p
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where

flz =
(

1 + 0.5
x

UTlz

)1/2

(3.11)

Tlz =
∫ t→∞

0
Rw(τ)dτ = 0.7ziw∗

w∗
(3.12)

In the above equation,Rw(τ) is autocorrelation function
for vertical velocity (w); and since the turbulence is station-
ary, it is the function of the time lag (τ) between the particle
velocity at (t+ τ) and at time (t). We adopt the parameteriza-
tion for Tlz as 0.7zi/w∗ after Weil et al.[31]. Herezi is the
boundary layer height.

The convenient functionflz in the trajectory Eq.(3.10)
satisfies both the short and long-time limits of finiteTlz. After
rearranging Eq.(3.10), expression forwmay be given as:

w = (z− zs)Uflz

x
(3.13)

dw

dz
= Uflz

x
(3.14)

Now from Eqs.(3.5) and(3.14), the expression ofpz is
given by:

pz = pw[w(z)]
Uflz

x
(3.15)
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z = pw[w(z)] ∣∣ dz
∣∣ (3.5)

here the particle height (z) is a monotonic function ofw.
he relationship betweenw andz is found from a differentia
quation governing the particle trajectory:

(z) = dz

dt
(3.6)

If w is independent of height, the differential equatio
imply integrated to yield:

= zs + wt (3.7)

heret = x/U andzs is the source height. Hence

= zs + wx

U
. (3.8)

n the above integration it is assumed that vertical Lagran
ntegral time scale (Tlz) is infinitely long, so that the partic
elocity at anyx (downwind distance) is uniquely determin
y its value at the source. So from Eq.(3.8):

= (z− zs)U
x

(3.9)

This is an approximation that is partially justified by
arge time scales (zi/w∗ ∼ 10 min) of the CBL convectio
lements. In the case of finiteTlz the solution of the differen

ial Eq.(3.6)must account for the short and long-time lim
f Taylor’s dispersion theory. Then the obvious solution
q.(3.6)may be given as:

= zs + wx

flzU
(3.10)
Considering the lateral dispersion as Gaussian, the
bility density function of the particle position in the late
irectionpy is:

y = 1√
2πσyt

exp

[
− y2

2σ2
yt

]
. (3.16)

utting the expressions forpz andpy from Eqs.(3.15)and
3.16)into Eq.(3.4)the following expression for a continuo
levated point source within the CBL is obtained:

(x, y, z) = Q

(2π)1/2σytx
exp

(
− y2

2σ2
yt

)
p

∑
w flz (3.17)

To include reflections at the boundaries, thew PDF mus
e summed up over allw values that yield significantpw
alues. Henceforth, thewPDF including reflection treatme
rom boundaries will be represented asp�w and its detaile
escription is presented in Section3.3.1.

.2. PDF model for an elevated continuous point sourc
ocated on shoreline

A tall stack situated at the shoreline emits pollutants
he stable layer. The plume travels with relatively little d
ersion in this layer and intersects the TIBL at some dist
ownwind resulting into fumigation. It leads to high grou

evel concentrations. As discussed in Misra[19], the disper
ion of the pollutants in the stable layer and within the T
s considered to proceed independently. Now for the dis
ion characteristics within the TIBL, the source streng
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provided by the concentration field within the stable layer
and the growth of the TIBL with distance inland. Misra[19]
assumed an elevated area source coincident with the under
surface of the top of the TIBL, for the dispersion of pollutants
within the TIBL. The same approach is followed by Venka-
tram [25], Luhar and Sawford[13] and Luhar[15]. In the
present model, the same source strength of pollutants for the
dispersion in the TIBL is assumed.

The fluxF(x′, y′, z′), from the concentration field in the
stable layer to the TIBL through an infinitesimal arc AB is the
sum of downward flux through CB and advective flux through
AC (as shown inFig. 1). The source strength associated with
the infinitesimal arc AB can be written mathematically as:

dQ(x′, y′, z′) = Kzs∂Cs

∂z
�x′�y′ + UCs�z

′�y′ (3.18)

wherez′ =zi(x′) and�z′ = dzi(x′)
dx �x′

Eq.(3.18)may take the form:

dQ(x′, y′, z′) =
(
Kzs

∂Cs

∂z
+ UCs

dzi(x′)
dx

)
�x′�y′ (3.19)

whereKzs is the diffusivity coefficient in the stable layer and
is given as:

K
1 dσ2

zf
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For the same reasons as discussed earlier, the joint PDF
will take the form:

pyz

(
y, y′, z, zi(x′);

x− x′
U

)

= py
(
y, y′;

x− x′
U

)
pz

(
z, zi(x

′);
x− x′
U

)
(3.24)

Here the shape of PDFpy is assumed Gaussian, that is:

py

(
y, y′;

x− x′
U

)
= 1√

2πσyt
exp

(
− (y − y′)2

2σ2
yt

)
(3.25)

The form ofpz(z, zi(x′);(x− x′)/U) is derived from thew
PDF, which is skewed and results in a non-Gaussianpz. The
relationship between the PDF of vertical positionzof a par-
ticle (pz) and the PDF of vertical velocity (p�w) is already
explained and can be presented as:

pz

(
z, zi(x

′);
x− x′
U

)
= p

∑
w

Uflz

x− x′ (3.26)

Using Eqs.(3.24)–(3.26), Eq.(3.23)turns out to be:

dC(x, y, z < zi|x′, y′, zi(x′))

= dQflz√
2π(x− x′)σyt

exp

(
− (y − y′)2

2σ2
yt

)
p

∑
w (3.27)
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C

w

p

G

σ

zs =
2 dt

(3.20)

n the stable layer, the distributions of velocities in both
orizontal and vertical directions are expected to be well
esented by a Gaussian distribution, so do the concentra

s(x
′, y′, z;H) = Q

2πUσyf σzf
exp

[
− (z−H)2

2σ2
zf

− y′2

2σ2
yf

]

(3.21)

It is assumed that material entrained in the TIBL can
ffect the concentration in the stable layer, so no refle

erm is included in Eq.(3.21).
Using Eqs.(3.20)and(3.21), the elemental source stren

an be given as:

Q = CsU

[
dzi(x′)

dx′
− dσzf

dx′
(zi(x′) −H(x′))

σzf

]
�x′�y′

(3.22)

If the joint PDF for the particle position in the late
nd vertical directions at timet, within the TIBL, is desig
ated aspyz(y, y′, z, zi(x′); (x− x′)/U) then the concentra

ion dC(x, y, z < zi|x′, y′, zi(x′)) associated with dQ(x′, y′,
i(x′)) (similar to Eq.(3.2)) can be given as:

dC(x, y, z < zi|x′, y′, zi(x′))

= dQ

U

[
pyz

(
y, y′, z, zi(x′);

x− x′
U

)]
(3.23)
hereσyt is the crosswind spread or standard deviation w
he TIBL.

Now the total concentrationC(x, y, z<zi(x)) due to al
uch sources located anywhere between 0 andx along the
ean wind direction and−∞ to +∞ in the lateral directio

s obtained by:

(x, y, z < zi(x)) =
∫

dC(x, y, z < zi|x′, y′, zi(x′)) (3.28)

After relaxing the uniform and instantaneous mixing
umption of Misra[19] and Venkatram[25] and by making
he provision of variation of the plume height in the reg
bove the TIBL prior to fumigation, the final expression

(x, y, z < zi(x)) = Q

2π

∫ x

0

flz(x, x′)G(x′)
(x− x′)σ′

× exp

[
−p

2

2
− y2

2σ′2

]
pΣwdx′ (3.29)

here

(x′) = zi(x′) −H(x′)
σzf (x′)

(3.30)

(x′)= 1

σzf

[
dzi(x′)

dx′
− pdσzf (x′)

dx′

]
= dp(x′)

dx′
+ 1

σzf

dH(x′)
dx′
(3.31)

′2(x′) = σ2
yf (x′) + σ2

yt(x− x′) (3.32)
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H(x′) is the plume effective height in the region above the
TIBL andσyf andσzf are the dispersion spreads due to plume
buoyancy in the lateral and vertical directions in the same
region. Also,zi(x) is the TIBL height at distance wherex>x′,
σyt is the lateral dispersion spread due to the TIBL turbulence.
Elemental sources are located atzi(x′) at the plume–TIBL
interface.

The present model is similar to that presented by Luhar
and Sawford[13] with addition of the termflz, which ac-
counts for the effect of finite Lagrangian integral time scale
for vertical velocities. Further, we use the Weil[30] approach
to parameterize the six unknown parameters ofp�w, which is
discussed in the Section3.3.1.

3.3. PDF model parameters and their significance

3.3.1. The PDF of the vertical velocity
According to Li and Briggs[11], the form assumed forw

PDF is the most important parameter for dispersion modeling
in the CBL. Baerentsen and Berkowicz[1] were the first who
superimposed the Gaussian distributions of vertical velocities
in updrafts and downdrafts to characterize the skewed PDF of
the vertical velocity componentw. Many other researchers
have used the same PDF for dispersion modeling in CBL
(e.g., Luhar and Sawford[13], Weil [29,30] and Weil et al.
[31]).

p

w aft
a m is
1 c-
i as-
s uare
v
w

t r
R -
r
f sured
c tion.
I nce
σ

t
w

σ

w
( nd
B
0 e.
I the

vertically averaged value from the Minnesota experiments
(Wyngaard[32]).

By using the above values forR, Sandσw/w∗, the values
for λ1 andλ2 turn out as 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. Luhar[15]
also parameterized the same values forλ1 andλ2. In another
study of the bi-Gaussian PDF, Du et al.[6] specifiedλ1 = 0.4
andλ2 = 0.6 for strong convection.

The other parameters are characterized asw1 = 0.488w∗,
w2 = −0.32w∗, σw1 = w1 and σw2 = |w2|. The first four
parameters (i.e.λ1, λ2,w1,w2) are obtained by utilizing the
zeroth through third moments and the last two parameters
(i.e.σw1, σw2) are parameterized in terms of average vertical
velocities in updrafts and downdrafts, respectively (Weil
[30] and Weil et al.[31]). From these parameterizations it is
evident that mean velocity of updrafts is larger then those of
downdrafts.

To include reflections at the boundaries, thewPDF should
be summed over allw values that yield significant PDF val-
ues. We have revised the simple reflection scheme of Li and
Briggs [11] to include the finiteTlz effect within the TIBL,
which takes the form:

w = (±z− zs + 2Nzi)
Uflz

(x− x′) (3.35)

In this simple reflection scheme (after Luhar and Sawford
[13] and Luhar[15]), zs =zi(x′) andzi =zi(x) are assumed,
t

w
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w
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the
d tall
The generalized form of thisw PDF is given as:

w = λ1√
2πσw1

exp

[
− (w− w1)2

2σ2
w1

]

+ λ2√
2πσw2

exp

[
− (w− w2)2

2σ2
w2

]
(3.33)

hereλ1 andλ2 are weighting coefficients for the updr
nd downdraft distributions, respectively, and their su
. Thewj and σwj (j = 1, 2) are the mean vertical velo

ty and standard deviation for each distribution and are
umed to be proportional to the overall root mean sq
ertical turbulence velocity (σw). The six parametersλ1, λ2,
, w, σw1 andσw2 used in thew PDF are functions ofσw,

he vertical velocity skewness (S = w3/σ3
w) and a paramete

= σw1/w1 = −σw2/w2 (Weil et al.[30]). From the labo
atory data analysis Weil et al.[31] reported thatR= 1 yields
air to good agreement between the modeled and mea
rosswind-integrated concentration under strong convec
n the upper 90% of the CBL, the vertical velocity varia
2
w can be considered to be uniform (Weil et al.[31]), as is
he skewness (Wyngaard[32]). The expression forσw can be
ritten as (Weil et al.[31]):
2
w = 1.2u2

∗ + 0.31w2
∗ (3.34)

here the value 1.2 corresponds to Hicks’[8] neutral limit
w∗ = 0) and the value 0.31 is consistent with Weil a
rower’s [27] convective limit (u∗ = 0). Henceσw/w∗ =
.56 from Eq.(3.34) during the strong convective regim
n the convective limitS is suggested as 0.6, which is
hus, Eq.(3.35)transforms to:

= (±z− zi(x′) + 2Nzi(x))
Uflz

(x− x′) (3.36)

hereN is any integer, and|N| is the number of times refle
ion fromzi occurs. For calculating the ground level conc
ration (GLC), i.e.,±z= 0, the term +z= 0 and−z= 0 should
e used to calculatew in the above expression. The dir

rajectory is represented byN= 0. A value of parameter|N|
p to 4 is significant for the GLC calculations at distance
ownwind from the source.

Finally, the vertical velocity (w) PDF in the summatio
orm is given as:

�
w =

N∑
k=−N

2∑
j=1

λj√
2πσwj

[
exp

[
− (w1 − wj)2

2σ2
wj

]

+ exp

[
− (w2 − wj)2

2σ2
wj

]]
(3.37)

here

1 = (+z− zi(x′) + 2kzi(x))
Uflz

(x− x′) (3.38)

2 = (−z− zi(x′) + 2kzi(x))
Uflz

(x− x′) (3.39)

.3.2. Expressions for plume rise and vertical and
ateral dispersion coefficients in stable layer

The plume’s internal turbulence buoyancy controls
ispersion in onshore stable flows of plumes from
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stacks, prior to fumigation (e.g., Briggs[2] and Luhar et al.
[16]).

Final rise of a buoyant plume dispersing in a stably strat-
ified environment according to Briggs’[2] expression is:

z′eq = 2.6

[
F0

(UNe
2)

]1/3

(3.40)

whereNe is natural frequency in the stable boundary layer
(SBL), known as Brunt–Vaisala frequency and is given as:

Ne =
[
gγ

Ta

]1/2

(3.41)

whereγ is the change of potential temperature with height
(K/m),Ta is the ambient temperature (K),F0 is the buoyancy
flux (m4/S3) given by

F0 = gvsDs
2(Tgs − Ta)

4Ta
,

Tgs is the gas temperature at stack exit (K) andDs is the inside
diameter of the stack exit (m). As long as the buoyant plume
has a temperature excess over the surrounding atmosphere,
the plume will continue to rise. For buoyant plumes, this
transitional plume rise is estimated as (Briggs[2]):

z′n = 1.6F1/3
0 x2/3U−1 (3.42)
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The lateral dispersion coefficient, which is not influenced
by the stable stratification, is given as:

σyf = 0.35z′n (3.47)

3.3.3. Expression for lateral dispersion coefficient
within TIBL

The lateral dispersion in the TIBL is assumed to be dom-
inated by ambient turbulence. This lateral spread is param-
eterized as (e.g., Venkatram[25], Weil [29] and Luhar and
Young[16]):

σyt = σvt
(

1 + 0.5t

Tly

)−1/2

(3.48)

Weil et al. [31] presented the following expression for the
lateral velocity variance:

σ2
v = 3.6u2

∗ + 0.31w2
∗ (3.49)

Although Draxler[4] suggested a value of 500 forTly,
in the present work its value is adopted asTly = 0.7zi/w∗
following Weil and Corio[28]. From the above discussion
and also considering Weil and Brower’s[27] convective limit
(u∗ = 0), Eq.(3.48)takes the form in the present model as:
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omparing Eqs.(3.40)and(3.42), the distance where fin
lume rise is achieved can be determined as:

f = 2.07UN−1
e (3.43)

o the plume rise�h can be defined at some downwind d
ance aszn′ for zn′ <zeq

′ andzeq
′ otherwise. If the distanc

here the lower portion of the plume intersects the TIB
reater thanxf then Misra’s (1980) parameterization for

ermG(x′) is used in the present model equation, i.e.,
erm dH(x)/dx′ becomes zero in Eq.(3.31). Otherwise in th
ase where the buoyant plume in the region above the
hanges height prior to fumigation, the formulation give
q.(3.31)will be considered.
When the plume’s internal turbulence generated by b

ncy, dominates plume dispersion in a non-turbulent e
onment then according to Briggs[2], plume radius grow
s:

= β1z
′
n (3.44)

hereβ1 (0.4–0.6) is an entrainment parameter.
Luhar and Young[16] assumed the spread of the plu

s:
r√
2

= 0.35z′n (3.45)

onsidering Eq.(3.45)coupled with the influence of the s
le stratification, after Luhar and Young[16], the vertica
ispersion parameterσzf can be expressed as:

zf = 0.35�h (3.46)
yt(x, x
′) = 0.56w∗(x− x )

Ufly
(3.50)

here

ly(x, x
′) =

[
1 + 0.5(x− x′)

UTly

]1/2

(3.51)

This function satisfies the short and long time limits
tatistical theory and takes care of the finite lateral Lagran
ntegral time scale.

.3.4. Vertical dispersion within TIBL
Within the TIBL, dispersion of particles occurs in updra

nd downdrafts. The distribution characteristics and stre
f updrafts and downdrafts in the CBL are different. La

10] reported that turbulent energy in updrafts is higher
n downdrafts. It is also understood that the mean velo
f updrafts is larger than downdrafts. So vertical disper
f plume particles depend on their presence in updraf
owndrafts. If it is considered that vertical Lagrangian t
cale is infinite then vertical dispersion is given by:

zj(x, x
′) = σwj x− x′

U
(3.52)

herej = 1, 2 represents the updraft and downdraft, res
ively. After taking the finite Lagrangian integral time sc
nto account, vertical dispersion term becomes:

zj(x, x
′) = σwj x− x′

Uflz
(3.53)
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Fig. 2. Effect of finite vertical Lagrangian time scale.

where

flz(x, x
′) =

[
1 + 0.5(x− x′)

UTlz

]1/2

(3.54)

After Weil et al. [31], Tlz is considered asTlz = Tly =
0.7zi/w∗. This shows good agreement with observed data for
the Nanticoke power plant (discussed in the later section).

In Eq.(3.54)the termflz(x, x′) will move the point of max-
imum concentration further downwind, because the vertical
dispersion reduces by incorporating that term. The effect of
the finite Lagrangian integral time scale is presented inFig. 2.
In finiteTlzcase, the concentration is lower for small distances
and higher for large distances than those for infiniteTlz. This
can be attributed to the reduced vertical dispersion initially,
causing more plume material to get dispersed at long tails,
with the inclusion of finiteTlz.

4. Model’s performance evaluation

Several field and laboratory experiments have been under-
taken to characterize the phenomenon of coastal fumigation.
One of the most comprehensive coastal dispersion experi-
ments was conducted at Nanticoke during May 29 to June
16, 1978, designated hereafter as EXP I. The results of this
s n of
t

I) in
b ance
o del
a d on
t
a

4

er-
v the

Ontario Ministry of the Environment (OME) and Ontario Hy-
dro, was commenced to obtain detailed meteorological mea-
surements of the vertical structure of onshore flows, boundary
layer development and surface and airborne pollutant mea-
surements during fumigation conditions.

Nanticoke is situated on the northern shore of Lake
Erie. The electric power generating station of Ontario Hy-
dro at Nanticoke has two 198 m stacks separated by 273 m.
This coal-fired power plant has a generating capacity of
4000 MW. At design full load (4000 MW) and using coal
containing 2.3% sulfur, emission of SO2 of magnitude of
16 kg/s is expected from these stacks[20]. During the
field experiments the SO2 emission rate remained at about
5 kg/s.

Many systems, including tethersonde, minisonde, acoustic
sounder and sonic anemometers, were deployed to measure
the height and structure of both the TIBL as a function of
inland distance during onshore flow and the stable layer aloft.

A LIDAR unit, operated from a mobile van, was used to
measure plume rise, plume bearing and its dispersion char-
acteristics as a function of downwind distance. Three corre-
lation spectrometers (COSPEC) were mounted in three dif-
ferent vehicles. The two COSPEC vehicles also had Sign-X
SO2 monitors to obtain the ground level distribution of SO2
simultaneously with the overhead SO2 burden while travers-
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tudy would be used to carry out performance evaluatio
he current model.

This section reviews the experimental program (EXP
rief and describes a framework to evaluate the perform
f air quality model. Statistical analysis of the current mo
nd its comparison with the two previous studies base

he models of Misra[19] and Luhar and Sawford[12] are
lso presented.

.1. Experimental program

EXP I, carried out by the Atmospheric Environment S
ice (AES) of Environment Canada in cooperation with
ng. Fixed ground level Philips SO2 monitors and mobil
hemistry laboratories augmented these data sets. A
opter and an aircraft platform were also used to mea
O2.
During the study period, gradient or lake breeze fl

ransported the Nanticoke power plant plume inland onl
days: 29, 30 May; 1, 4, 6, 12, 15 and 16 June. Two days,
and 6, 1978, were selected for comprehensive presen
s data coverage was considered better than on othe
nd two noticeably different fumigations existed.

On the 1st June light gradient flow allowed for a l
reeze, which veered with time of day resulting in a sys
tic clockwise rotation of the fumigation zone. On the
une relatively fixed fumigation was reported during ste
radient onshore flow. Further details of EXP I may be fo

n Portelli [21].

.2. Model testing and validation methodology

Venkatram[24] described a framework to evaluate
uality model predictions against observations. He prop

he following relationship between observations and pre
ions from a model:

o(x1, x2) = Cp(x1) + ε(x2) (4.1)

hereCp(x1) represents the predicted values, which are
unctions of inputs (x1) used in model,x2 denotes unknow
ariables, which affect the observed concentrationCo and
(x2) is designated as residual, which is due to unknown
bles not included in the model. The observation termCo(x1,
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x2) is made up of a deterministic part,Cp(x1), as well as a
stochastic part,ε(x2). In the above equation it is assumed that
inputs to model and observed values are error free.

A residual analysis, where magnitude of arithmetic mean
is zero or close to zero and magnitude of geometric mean (in
case of log transformation) is 1 or close to 1 but the stan-
dard deviation is large does not ensure a good performance
of the model. On the other hand a residual analysis, where
ideal mean value is not achieved but yields a small standard
deviation, can perform more effectively. So, in the current
study mean absolute error (MAE) and mean relative error
(MRE) for residuals are also used as quantitative measures
besides the mean and standard deviation. Mean absolute error
is reported as:

MAE = 1

N

N∑
i=1

|ε| (4.2)

Mean relative error is defined as:

MRE (%) = 100

N

N∑
i=1

|ε|
Co

(4.3)

whereN represents the sample size andε is given as:

ε = Co − Cp (4.4)

whereCo andCp represent the observed and predicted con-
centrations, respectively.

So a model having the low standard deviation of residu-
als, MAE and MSE should show good performance. More-
over, the condition thatε is independent of input variablesx1,
should be fulfilled (Venkatram[24]). From Draper and Smith
[5], if ε is not a function ofx1 the plot should look like a band
distributed aroundε= 0.

Table 1
Input to the model

Day (h) Downwind distance
(km)

Lateral distance
(km)

U/w∗ w∗ (m/s) A0 (m1/2) Brunt–Vaisalla
frequency (s−1)

Buoyancy flux (m4/s3) Emission rate
(Kg/s)

S1a S2b Averagec

1–11 16.4 −1 3.67 1.28 4.95 0.017 564 1053 808.5 6.55
10 0

1 4.

1 4.4

1 3.9

1 3.5

6 3.1
6 2.7

6 5.2

6

6

8 −0.5

–12 16 0 3.88 1.29
16 1.5

–13 15.9 0 3.41 1.38
15.4 −0.5
15.4 −1

–14 15.9 0 4.38 1.28
16.1 −0.2
16.1 −0.5

–15 15.9 0 4.79 1.17
14.3 0
14.3 −0.5

–12 14.5 −0.5 5.68 1.32
–14 14.2 0 5.05 1.21

14.2 −0.5
8 −0.5

–15 8 0.25 3.97 1.47
8 −0.25
8 0.5

8 −0.5

14.5 0.5
14.5 −0.5
14.5 1
14.5 −1

–16 8 0 4.35 1.47 5.
14.5 −0.4

–17 14.5 −0.5 5.93 1.17 4.5
14.5 −1
14 0

a Buoyancy flux from stack 1.
b Buoyancy flux from stack 2.
c Average buoyancy flux.
66 0.0144 448 1059 753.5 6.25

0.0176 448 950 699 6.03

5 0.0192 448 950 699 5.59

6 0.0249 528 949 738.5 5.09

6 0.0188 448 582 515 4.2
1 0.0246 448 802 625 5.07

7 0.013 448 972 710 5.76
6 0.0092 527 875 701 6.03

0.01 271 500 385.5 5.52
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Table 2
Predicted and observed concentrations

Day (h) Downwind
distance (km)

Lateral
distance (km)

Cp (ppb)
Misra’s model

Cp (ppb) Luhar’s
Lagrangian model

Cp (ppb)
PDF new

Co (ppb)
observed

1–11 16.4 −1 124 179.4 187 87
10 0 590 351.4 476 410
8 −0.5 276 219.1 234 250

1–12 16 0 435 307.6 369 243
16 1.5 23 100.8 61 243

1–13 15.9 0 437 246.2 389 400
15.4 −0.5 308 276.03 330 185
15.4 −1 118 211.42 184 185

1–14 15.9 0 422 311.1 397 400
16.1 −0.2 335 335 378 165
16.1 −0.5 237 245 300 165

1–15 15.9 0 382 264.4 399 217
14.3 0 287 322.4 400 363
14.3 −0.5 177 167.2 285 363

6–12 14.5 −0.5 189 58.9 134 145

6–14 14.2 0 160 163.64 191.5 114
14.2 −0.5 92 115.8 118 114
8 −0.5 31 36 0 36

6–15 8 0.25 436 403 268 355
8 −0.25 436 403 268 355
8 0.5 180 217.2 161 355
8 −0.5 180 217.2 161 355

14.5 0.5 243 213 251 78
14.5 −0.5 243 213 251 78
14.5 1 26.4 164.4 121 78
14.5 −1 26.4 164.4 121 78

6–16 8 0 696 273.8 221 710
14.5 −0.4 288 147.8 234 209

6–17 14.5 −0.5 267 210 216 190
14.5 −1 60 70 51 190
14 0 488 303 357 400

4.3. Model inputs and results

The parameters used as input to the model include: temper-
ature, mean wind speed, convective velocityw∗, a parameter
A0 to predict the growth of the TIBL, effective Brunt–Vaisala
frequency of onshore flow and emission rate. These param-
eters are obtained from Kerman[9] and Misra and Onlock
[20] and are presented inTable 1.

The final plume rise is calculated for each stack and then
the mean rise is calculated by assuming the same loading on
each stack. Results obtained from the current model, Misra’s
[19] model, Lagrangian stochastic model from Luhar and
Sawford[12] and field observations from Misra and Onlock
[20] are presented inTable 2. Comparing different models
it is clear that the current model is in better agreement with
field observations.

4.4. Statistical analysis and discussion

For the performance evaluation of a model the inputs to a
model and observed values should be free of error. It is evident

from Misra and Onlock[20] that due to an accuracy of±5◦ in
the measurement of wind direction, the crosswind position of
monitors was determined within an accuracy of 500–1500 m.
Also, source emission rates were not measured during the
field experiments, rather they were determined from a mass
balance analysis. However, during the current analysis all
the observations are considered as free of error except the
reading observed at 16:00 h on the 6th June. The magnitude
of 710 ppb had not been observed at any other time or day,
even though at 15:00 and 16:00 h on the 6th June, the lateral
plume spreads and convective velocity was approximately the
same and emission rate was also not (considerably) different.

Instead of running the model for average input values for
some specific hours as done by Luhar and Sawford[12], here
the model is run separately for each hour. The model is very
time efficient and running time was less then 5 s (Pentium
Pro III, 550 MHz processor). FromTable 1the stability index
of U/w∗ remains below 6, this shows the strong convection
regime during experiments.

The probability plot of residuals for the PDF model is plot-
ted and checked for normality without any transformation.
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Fig. 3. Normal probability plot for residuals.

FromFig. 3 it is evident that the residuals pass the normal-
ity test. The other quantitative measures discussed above are
reported inTable 3.

The standard deviation of residuals (S.D.) and mean stan-
dard error (MAE) are minimum for the results obtained from

Table 3
Quantitative measures of coastal dispersion model performance

Model Summary measures
Mean S.D. MAE MRE (%)

Misra’s model −23 117.8 100.3 55
Stochastic model[12] 5.6 99.4 84.43 49.5
Present model −16.2 95.6 76.35 46.4

the present model. To check for the constant variance of resid-
uals, plots are drawn between residuals and predicted values
in Fig. 4a–c.

It is evident from the residual plot, for the present model
the residuals are uniformly distributed about zero line. The
dispersion of residuals about zero residual line is minimum
for the present model. Moreover, the residual plot shows rea-
sonable scatter for present model, without any funnel shape,
confirming the constant variance.

Fig. 5a–d shows residual plots against the input parame-
ters for the present model. The distributions of residuals are
in bands showing that residuals are independent of model
inputs.
Fig. 4. Plot of residuals (ppb) against predicted concentration values
 (ppb): (a) Misra’s model; (b) Lagrangian model; and (c) Present model.
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Fig. 5. Plot of residuals (ppb) against model inputs for the new model: (a) residuals against ratio of mean wind speed to convective velocity; (b) residuals
against buoyancy flux; (c) residuals against A0; and (d) residuals against Brunt–Vaisala frequency (Ne).

5. Conclusions

The proposed fumigation PDF model is an approach that
includes state-of-the-art knowledge of the TIBL turbulence
and dispersion (analogous to CBL) in a simple but effective
framework. It is very time efficient and requires few seconds
for computation. We demonstrated that assumption of Weil
and Brower’s[27] convective limit works fair-to-good for the
TIBL in the case of fumigation. The proposed model consid-
ers the condition of stable onshore flow and uses the slab
model to determine the height of the TIBL. The model is
restricted to stable onshore flows and strong convective con-
ditions. Characterizing in terms of stability index ofU/w∗,
the model is applicable in the range of 1.2< U/w∗ < 6.

In contrast with the Misra’s[19] model, the current model
relaxes the instantaneous and uniform mixing assumptions
in the vertical direction within the TIBL by considering the
skewed bi-Gaussian vertical velocity PDF. In comparison
with the Luhar and Sawford’s[12] Lagrangian stochastic
model, the present model is very time efficient and appro-
priate for operational and routine calculations.

After the inclusion of vertical finite Lagrangian integral
time scaleTlz, we found that it reduced the vertical disper-
sion and moved the point of maximum concentration down-
wind. A key assumption wasTlz=Tly. As initially, vertical
dispersion is reduced and therefore at large downwind dis-
tances more pollutant is available to disperse. Due to this we
obtained higher concentrations at large distances for finite
Lagrangian time scale than infinite Lagrangian time scale.
This fact requires further experimental validation involving
concentration measurements at large distances.

During the performance analysis of the model, normality
test of residuals confirmed their normal distribution without
any transformation. Residuals also showed reasonable scatter
without funnel shape when plotted against predicted values
of the model. Further, the analysis provided the evidence that
they were independent of the input variables.

Both the mean absolute error and mean relative error are
used as quantitative measures of the coastal dispersion model
performance, besides the mean and standard deviation of the
residuals. The error analysis proves that the model has mini-
mum error relative to the observed values.
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